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Linear no-threshold (LNT) hypothesis

• LNT hypothesis assumes all radiation doses are harmful 
in linear proportion to dose, down to zero dose

• The LNT theory is employed to calculate the number of 
“excess” cancer deaths from minute fractions of 
background radiation

• There is no human data to support this use
• There are many data that contradict LNT hypothesis, 

i.e., less cancer mortality after low radiation dose



Recent discoveries

• An enormous rate of oxidative damage is occurring 
naturally to our cells

• Our survival until old age depends on our very 
capable damage control biosystem that prevents, 
repairs or removes almost all of the DNA alterations

• Those DNA alterations which are not eliminated by 
our biosystem are residual mutations

• A very small fraction of these residual mutations 
eventually becomes cancers as a result of creation of  
special genes that enable cancers to grow and spread



Radiation’s direct effect on cells is negligible

• The rate of DNA mutations caused directly by 
background radiation is ~10 million times less than 
the rate caused by the natural oxidative damage

• Our common exposure to chemicals has a far 
greater adverse effect on cells than low-level 
radiation



Indirect effect is very important

• Radiation has a very significant effect on our 
damage-control biosystem

• High doses of radiation decrease biosystem activity, 
causing higher than normal cancer mortality

• Low doses of radiation stimulate biosystem activity, 
causing lower than normal cancer mortality

• The predictions of this hormesis model have been 
confirmed by many observations









Hormesis:
adaptive response of biological 

organisms to low levels of 
stress or damage, leading to a

modest overcompensation to the 
disruption, and

resulting in improved fitness













Canadian breast cancer fluoroscopy study

The authors predicted lifetime excess risk of 
death from breast cancer after a single 
exposure at age 30

• 60 per million women for 1 cGy (1 rad)
• 900 per million women for 15 cGy

But their data show that 15 cGy would 
prevent 7000 deaths per million women



Radiation treatment for hyperthyroidism

• University of Birmingham study of 7414 adult patients 
treated in Birmingham UK between 1950 and 1991

• Published in The Lancet, Vol. 353, June 19, 1999, pg 2111
• Mean cumulative dose 308 MBq of Iodine-131
• Corresponds to 50,000 rem to thyroid, 28 rem to whole body
• 638 cancers diagnosed vs 761 expected (age/sex/period)
• Standardized incidence ratio: 0.83  (95% CI: 0.77 to 0.90)
• 448 cancer deaths vs 499 expected
• Standard mortality ratio: 0.90  (95% CI: 0.92 to 0.98)
• “Decrease in overall cancer and mortality rates is reassuring”



Science vs the LNT hypothesis
“The great tragedy of science is the slaying of 

a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact.”
T.H. Huxley (1825-1895)

Collected Essays 1893-1894
Biogenesis and Abiogenesis

The linear no-threshold (LNT) hypothesis of 
radiation carcinogenesis seems to be an 
important exception to this fundamental 
requirement of science.  Why?



Intense disagreement continues among 
scientists and analysts regarding:
• validity of the LNT model
• reality of beneficial health effects of radiation
Controversy due to political, social, economic issues
• cloud objective research and thinking
• increase resistance to change of established 

paradigms
Extensive research already done over past century
• disagreement not resolved by more scientific data
• scientists often do not look for beneficial effects
• do not design experiments to find beneficial effects



Scientific societies now challenge LNT scare

• 1995 French Academy of Sciences
• 1996 Health Physics Society
• 1997 Council of Scientific Societies
• 1998 International Nuclear Societies Council
• 1998 U.S. Dept of Energy funds new research 

on health effects of low dose radiation
• 1999 American Nuclear Society



Low dose irradiation therapy – what is it?

• total or half-body irradiation (TBI or HBI) 
with X-rays to stimulate the patients natural 
defense mechanisms against diseases

• TBI or HBI increases cancer fighting activity
• 10 or 15 cGy doses @ 5 cGy/minute
• 30 cGy/week for 5 weeks = 150 cGy total
• booster therapy after 6 months, if needed





Were clinical trials done on cancer?

• 1970s Harvard University for non-Hodgkins 
lymphoma (NHL)

• 1986-94 Institute Bergonie, France for NHL
• 1990s Tohuku University (Sakamoto) NHL
• have >20 abstracts for trials in Europe, Japan
• thousands of papers on human treatments for 

curing many other diseases















LDI therapy - Johns Hopkins Medical Institute

• US Navy Captain Edward J. Bauser, age 81 
• Waldenstrom’s Macroglobulinemia in 1992
• Jan-Jun 98 chemo, IgM 4000 to 1600 mg/dL
• Sep-Oct 99 LDI, IgM 4000 to 1600 mg/dL
• no symptomatic adverse effects from LDI
• Mar 2000, IgM returned to 2800 mg/dL
• Apr-May received booster LDI therapy







Japanese research – health effects of LDI

Central Research Institute Electric Power Industry
• organized hormesis research steering committee
• involved 14 universities, 2 research institutes
• found extraordinary biopositive effects:

-cell rejuvenation
-psychological stress moderation by enzyme stimulation
-suppression/therapy of adult diseases: diabetes, hypertension .. .
-cancer suppression by immune system enhancement
-cancer suppression by activation of DNA repair, cell killing

• difficulty communicating discoveries to world



Cooperation between Japan and Canada?

• Central Research Institute of Electric Power Institute 
of Japan urged University of Ottawa to review, 
duplicate and extend the Japanese studies in Canada

• International Centre for Low Dose Radiation 
Research at University of Ottawa tried to organize:

-attachment of Japanese scientists in Canada
-participation of Chalk River Laboratories
-hospitals in Ottawa
-hospitals in Toronto

• Japanese were keen, but there is no interest in Canada











Is there a need for LDI therapy?

• > 25% of Canadians die of cancer - all types
• This dreaded disease is not well understood
• Intensive research underway to determine 

the causes and to find better cures/therapies
• The currently “accepted” therapies:

-surgery (local)
-high-dose irradiation (local)
-chemotherapy (distributed, harsh side-effects)



Cancer patients and other terminal patients

• should have a life-or-death interest in this 
controversy over beneficial effects.

• Low-dose radiation therapy to stimulate 
defense mechanisms would:
- cure certain types of cancer (e.g. NHL)
- extend lifespan without symptomatic side-effects
- treat diabetes and other adult diseases.

• Such patients would insist on this therapy, if 
physicians would only agree to provide it.



Concerns?

• LDI therapy is not widely accepted because
- physicians lack knowledge about LDI therapy
- anti-nuclear political activity
- myth that any amount of radiation causes cancer

• But cancer patients already have cancer!
• They have little to lose from LDI therapy.
• High dose radiation (200 cGy) is permitted!





Recognize public fear of nuclear radiation

• One in four die of cancer
• People want cures for cancer
• People want to know the causes
• People know almost nothing about nuclear 

radiation
• People believe radiation in any amount 

causes cancer
• Result of our continued use of LNT model



Gunnar Walinder:

• The LNT hypothesis is a primitive, 
unscientific idea that cannot be justified by 
current scientific understanding.

• As practiced by the modern radiation 
protection community, the LNT hypothesis 
is one of the greatest scientific scandals of 
our time.


